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When a small mistake costs sixteen-year-old Eagan her life during a figure-skating competition, she leaves
many things unreconciled, including her troubled relationship with her mother. From her vantage point in the
afterlife, Eagan reflects back on her memories, and what she could have done differently, through her still-
beating heart.

When fourteen-year-old Amelia learns she will be getting a heart transplant, her fear and guilt battle with her
joy at this new chance at life. And afterwards when she starts to feel different?dreaming about figure skating,
craving grape candy?her need to learn about her donor leads her to discover and explore Eagan's life,
meeting her grieving loved ones and trying to bring the closure they all need to move on.

Told in alternating viewpoints, In a Heartbeat tells the emotional and compelling story of two girls sharing
one heart.
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From reader reviews:

Elizabeth Frizzell:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for us to
know everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim as well as goal; it means that publication has
different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. These are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. Why not the person who don't like looking at a
book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book when they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you will need this In a Heartbeat.

Luann Bowen:

This In a Heartbeat are usually reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
explanation of this In a Heartbeat can be among the great books you must have will be giving you more than
just simple reading food but feed you actually with information that perhaps will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed ones. Beside that this In a Heartbeat giving you an enormous of
experience including rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your
day activity. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Heather Vazquez:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try to and must have the spare time or they will get great
deal of stress from both day to day life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity are
there when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you
ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the book
you have read is definitely In a Heartbeat.

Karen Morris:

This In a Heartbeat is great e-book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it info
accurately using great manage word or we can say no rambling sentences included. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having In a Heartbeat in your hand like having
the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no book that offer you world
within ten or fifteen moment right but this publication already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hey
there Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that will?
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